Partridge to be Feted At Testimonial Dinner

Dr. E. DeAlton Partridge, former president of Montclair State, will be honored at a dinner Oct. 30 at the Robin Hood Inn, Clifton, in recognition of his outstanding service in the field of education. The affair, which is open to the public, is being sponsored by five of our college’s organizations: the Faculty Association, Staff Association, Alumni Association, College Development Fund, and Student Government Association.

Co-Chairmen
Co-chairmen are Dr. Edward Ambry, associate dean, and Miss Emma Fantone, co-ordinator of the Audio-Visual Center. Tickets, priced at $10.00 a plate, may be obtained from Miss Fantone at the Audio-Visual Center in College Hall.

According to the chairmen, the program is being planned as a tribute to Dr. Partridge’s many achievements and interests. It will highlight his contributions to education, in general; to audio-visual education and educational television, in particular; to the community and college, and, through his current position as president of the Near East Foundation, to the cause of international understanding. His interest in youth, as evidenced by his books on adolescence, work to combat juvenile delinquency, and service to the Boy Scouts, Campfire Girls, and YMCA, will be noted, as will his enthusiasm for the outdoors and photography.

A graduate of Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah, Dr. Partridge took his doctorate at Teachers College, Columbia. He worked as a statistician and director of research for the Boy Scouts of America from 1928 until joining the Montclair State faculty in 1937. During World War II he served as a Lieut. Cmdr. in the Navy. Returning to the college after the war, he was named dean of instruction in 1947 and president in 1951.

In 1964, Dr. Partridge left Montclair State to assume his present duties. He has made several trips to the Near East since taking over as head of the foundation.
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Off Campus House Opens for Newman

How many times during the busy college day have you longed for a quiet place to just sit and think about the important questions of life? How many times have you longed to find someone with a friendly ear to whom you could communicate your inmost thoughts?

The Newman House, located at 874 Valley Road, was organized for just such a purpose. Under the auspices of the Newman Apostolate, the House hopes to offer an atmosphere of brotherhood and Christian love to all students. Newman House also boasts a full-time chaplain and many lecture series, discussion groups, films, and retreats for those interested. But most of all, Newman House wishes to extend a sincere invitation to brotherhood and a chance to become better acquainted with one’s fellow student outside of the classroom setting.

Due to the efforts of the Newman Student Board headed by senior Nick Calamusa, a folk Mass is now offered every Sunday morning for the convenience of those Catholic students on campus. There is now also a full-time chaplain, Fr. Thomas E. Davis at the Newman House for the benefit of any interested students.

The Newman House, located on Valley Road

Vienna Symphony to Appear

As Beginning of Season

On Oct. 2, 1967, several busloads of genial Austrians, followed by a truckload of musical instruments, will arrive on our campus. They are the 125 men of the Vienna Symphony Orchestra. The orchestra, currently on its return tour of North America, is conducted by Wolfgang Sawallisch, one of the most brilliant of the younger generation of European conductors.

The Vienna Symphony Orchestra is an orchestra of the twentieth century. The date of its founding, 1900, is significant. It is a year that looked back toward the great romantic traditions of the nineteenth century and forward to the startling innovations of the twentieth. The orchestra has dedicated itself to perpetuating the greatest music of the past and introducing the best music of the present.

Popular Group

This symphony orchestra plays an enormous number of concerts each year from an immensely varied repertoire. Especially popular have been its “New Works” programs during which the orchestra has played several hundred performances and over 100 world premieres. Most of the great composers of the century have been associated with the orchestra, usually conducting programs of their own works, often in first performances. Among them have been Mahler, Schoenberg, Richard Strauss, Bartók, Debussy and Ravel, as well as such contemporaries as Stravinsky and Hindemith. This close contact between creative artist and performing ensemble has had favorable influences on both.

Concert Orchestra

The Vienna Symphony is Vienna’s only symphony orchestra devoted exclusively to concerts. Its distinguished elder sister, the Vienna Philharmonic, only presents a limited number of concerts each season. Thus, the main burden of supplying music to the City of Music falls to the Vienna Symphony. In spite of its heavy commitments at home, the Vienna Symphony Orchestra has toured extensively. Today it is known in most of the centers of Western Europe and in many behind the Iron Curtain. Wolfgang Sawallisch is one of the most rapidly rising of the younger generation of European conductors. His first conducting experiences occurred in German opera theaters. As his reputation grew, he became increasingly in demand for guest engagements. In 1953, at the age of 30, he became the youngest conductor ever invited to lead the famed Berlin Philharmonic. He was chosen as the Vienna Symphony Orchestra’s permanent conductor in 1960 at the age of 37.

Here At Montclair

Don’t pass up the chance to see one of the City of Music’s great musical organizations right on your own college campus. The VIENNA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, Mon., Oct. 2, at 4:30 P.M. in Memorial Auditorium.

Tickets for the Vienna Symphony Orchestra concert may be purchased at the Fishbowl this week from 10 A.M. to 2 P.M. Student tickets are free with SGA cards and are sold on a first-come-first-serve basis. The faculty may purchase series tickets for $5. Tickets will go on sale for the general public on Thurs., Sept. 28, and Fri., Sept. 29.

‘La Campana’ Plans Theme

The editors of La Campana, 1968 are concerned about the problems that face every generation of Montclair State College students, but they are not concerned by way of complaint. Our college is in a period of transition in which the students themselves are taking an active part in solving the campus problems. The students have seen a goal, and instead of sitting back and talking about the merits of the

(Continued on Page 2)
MSC Takes Strides Toward Solving Parking Problems

With approximately 3000 available parking spaces on the Montclair State College campus and a new lot soon to be completed, the commuting students should now be able to find available parking spaces throughout the day. This is the first year at MSC that the amount of parking spaces is almost equal to the number of commuting students.

A parking lot was added this fall adjacent to Webster Hall, providing 200 more spaces. Plans are now underway for an additional area, located behind Mallory and Finney Halls to be covered with stones with a capacity for another 300 cars.

Extra Area

Although this extra area is being constructed, the maintenance department feels that parking spaces are available and student complaints of having no place to park are not justified.

Fine Increase

According to a survey taken every hour by the maintenance department in all MSC parking lots, it was found that 100 to 200 spaces were available behind-Webster Hall, depending on the time of day. The new lot adjacent to Webster Hall was also found to have the majority of its spaces unfilled.

Due to the added space, the car pool plan originally set up to lessen the amount of cars coming onto the campus has not been put into effect.

Fine Increase

The increase in student parking spaces has also resulted in an increase in the ticket fines from $2 to $5. The purpose of the fine is not to raise money but to discourage illegal parking. The money collected from these fines goes into a separate account to aid parking on campus. The newly installed Web­ster parking lot was paid for $1200 in parking fines and $1000 from state funds.

New Road

Another plan soon to be completed by the maintenance department is the connection of the road in front of Webster Hall to the freshman lot. This will alleviate some traffic by allowing more cars to leave the campus from the exit next to Sprague Field.

Although the parking problem may have been lessened, the problem of traffic jams when leaving the campus, especially at four, five and six o'clock still exists. Presently, only two roads provide exits from the campus.

Since there is no traffic light at the intersection of Normal and Upper Mountain Avenues and only a blinker at Valley Road and Normal Ave, the traffic moves slowly when leaving the campus. However, at certain hours moments on campus by its members are active in all campus organizations. Among them are active in all other organizations on campus.

The psychology department is a newcomer to the psychology. Their son, William Charles is a psychology major in the pre­coaching Psychology major at Columbia and New York State. He also served as an aviation psychologist in World War II. Currently, he is a psychologist at Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital, St. Barna­sóres Hospital, and the Montclair Guidance Center and has been a frequent consultant in that industry. Besides heading the psychology department at the present time, he maintains a part­time private practice for diagnosis and adolescents.

Dr. Brower graduated from NYU and also earned his A.M. and Ph.D. degrees at the University of Chicago. He has also completed all course requirements towards the Doctor of Social Sciences at the New School for Social Research in psychology and philosophy. In addi­tion to this training, he studied at Columbia and New York State Psychiatric Institute.

During World War II, Dr. Brower was assistant to Dr. David B. when in the direction of the Weecher Tests and later served as an aviation psych­ologist for two years in the Air Force. Currently, he is a psychologist at Bellevue Psycho­logical Association (Clinical and Industrial Divisions), the Society for Projective Techniques, the American Association for Clinical Psychology, and is an oral examiner for the American Board of Examiners in Profes­sions of Psychology and is himself a Diplomate in Clinical Psychology.


capacity for an additional

... The Montclarion's one and only "jog" band, the Birdie Birdies, will be seen in action, as they perform at a special concert being sponsored by Senate fraternity. It will take place on Oct. 6 at 8 P.M. in the Memorial Auditorium of Life Hall, with tickets priced at $1.00.

Fund to be Aided

Senate president, Lenny Elo­vitz has announced that all pro­ceeds from the concert will be used towards the Senate pro­duction of their play staged every other year. These bene­fits in turn will be added into the Bohn Scholarship Fund. This fund, started by Dr. Harold C. Bohn, a member of the MSC English department, will be awarded to a deserving senior who will be entering graduate school and work after completion of studies here at Montclair.

The fraternity itself, chapter Phi Alpha Psi, is the oldest men's fraternity on campus. Its members are active in all campus activities and are considered to be the most politically and socially responsible for a play production every other year. The previous production presented in 1965, was Arthur Kopit's, "Oh Dad, Poor Dad." Making their debut at Car­nival two years ago, the Birdies have always been one of the top acts at Alley Club. They consist of senior biology majors Barbara Plener, Joe Kloza, Tony Muller, and Rich Federchak; junior fine arts major, Jack Fegan, and junior industrial arts major, Jim McQuillen.

Other Performances
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Newman is 'Happening'

The twang of guitars, the crash of drums, and the bobbing of balloons signaled the arrival of the Newman Apostolate “Happening” on Tues., Oct. 9, in the MSC Memorial Auditorium at 8 P.M.

The Newman in the Modern World, visual aids and off-beat music were employed to introduce the plans of the Catholic youth organization for the 1967-68 year.

Written by Nina D’Amico, senior, the script consisted of a series of panels, each representing one of the Newman organization, depicted in a comic strip fashion, and a series of short explanatory remarks by members of the Newman Apostolate.

World of 1960’s

The conference depicted the world of the 1960’s. On the battlefields of Vietnam, among the hungry masses in the starving cities of America, and in the chambers of diplomatic dialogue, there are countless instances of man’s inhumanity to man. Newman is in this kind of a world that the Christian of today seeks to bring about the goal of Christ, “to know him and love him without despair.”

The eleventh graders, traditionally the leaders of the drive, decided to begin to early this year to minimize competition from other schools. Commissioners from the magazine drive will go into the Student Activities Fund. In the 1966 magazine drive student coordinators, Lee Shapiro and Anne Ray.

Folk Mass Celebrated

The religious, educational, and social programs of the Newman Apostolate are directed toward these ends. A Folk Mass is celebrated Sun. mornings at 11 A.M. in the Music Building. Masses are celebrated at noon at the Newman House on Valley Road.

Seminars

Three seven-week educational seminars have been scheduled Monday evenings, a course each on Sex, Love, and Marriage; “The Church’s teaching from the dogmatic, liturgical, moral, physical, and domestic aspects.”

The views expressed on “Sex, Love, and Marriage” will discuss the “Church’s teaching from the dogmatic, liturgical, moral, physical, and domestic aspects.”

The Newman Apostolate will journey to St. Paul’s Abbey in Newton for their yearly retreat during the second weekend in January. An ecumenical weekend, to include all the religious groups on campus, Protestant and Jewish as well as Catholic, is also considered.

The views expressed in the words of Father Davis, “That is essentially what we have planned. Anything else will be a ‘Happening’.”

Plans Announced For Homecoming October 20-22

by Richard Kamenske

Football and hockey have something in common? Yes, they do. So do concerts featuring the Homecoming weekend. Steps are being taken toward planning a “Novel Idea.” Homecoming, the annual CLUB sponsored event, will be staged with great interest with the setting of book literature.

Co-Chairmen

Nadine Udall, campus Queen for 1967-1968, will exercise the dual rule of Queen and co-chairman of Homecoming. The latter capability Nadine will share with Lenny Elovitz.

The various committees and chairmen for this year’s festivities are: awards, Bonnie Potter; clean up, Jim Hoyt; communications and sound, Dave Fogg and Steve Rahn; dormitory committee, Lilly Hoffman; publicity, Bill Lang; security, Charles Circles; traffic, Billy Bily.

Homecoming activities will commence on Fri., Oct. 20, with a homecoming rally. At 8:30 p.m. a dance will be held in the gymnasium. Another moment of celebration floats in the parade will begin construction of a “Happening.”

On Sat. at 11 A.M. the Homecoming parade will start at the college and proceed into Upper Montclair and there return to the football field. At this time awards will be presented to the outstanding “Kickoff Time for the Homecoming game against Southern Connecticut.”

Saturday activities will close on a musical note with a concert at St. Paul’s Abbey featuring folk singer Phil Ochs. Comedian Jackie Vernon will also perform.

Sunday, the third day of Homecoming, will feature a “Strike Race in the morning which is open to all students. At 2 p.m. an Up With People concert will be held at Memorial Auditorium.

CH Speaks

The magazine drive at College High School is well underway. The eleventh graders, traditionally the leaders of the drive, decided to begin to early this year to minimize competition from other schools. Commissions from the magazine drive will go into the Student Activities Fund.

Since the ten-day began drive on Fri., Oct. 11, only 11 copies of magazines have been sold. The seniors announced that their goal, one copy per day, is expected to be reached by Monday.

Seventh graders have raised 601.00, followed by the juniors themselves, who have handed $615, followed by the juniors already sold over $170, with one more thing to worry about.

Many valuable prizes are being featured in the magazine drive selling achievement. Among these are transistor radios, watches, and a trip to a Broadway play.

An outstanding individual effort was made by Craig Sorres, an enthusiastic eighth grader. Last year, Craig was the student co-chairman of the Newman Apostolate, and this year he is considering entrepreneurship.

The conference enabled local teachers to learn how MSC operates, what type of experience can be gained from College High, and what these experiences can lead to. Finally, MSC has moved toward leadership in curriculum construction in secondary schools.
In Appreciation

Montclair State College has always been grateful for the friendship, generosity and guidance of its religious chaplains. It is indeed impressive to note the growth in both religious activities and participation. It is encouraging to see the support which the administration, student body and residents in the surrounding area have given the growing list of religious activities.

This growing list has been supplemented by the establishment of Newman House. Located on Valley Road, the Newman House will provide a center for worship, discussion and fellowship. Father Davis, who acts as the Newman Apostolate chaplain, has continued to give his time in developing the project. His warm, friendly wit is a definite asset to the community. Many of the students and faculty have been evidence of the grow...
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

TO THE EDITOR:

To say the very least I was shocked and horrified at what I heard and saw at the recent SGA Legislative Meeting of our student Government.

As treasurer of the SGA at Montclair, I have the responsibility of submitting the final draft of the budget to the legislature for their approval. I had not even passed out one copy of the budget when Mr. Leonard Elowitz, a representative for the Class of 1968, had motioned to table the bill concerning the budget.

I don't know if the legislature members realize that I felt this occurred. I had been working on this budget during the entire summer vacation and was not going to be allowed the respect and courtesy of even being heard. I then finally was able to explain the budget to the legislature but the fact remained that the budget had been tabled before it was presented.

Mr. Elowitz may have been constitutionally right in what he did, but I think it's easy to see that if you don't mind the walk, Montclair people will support you.
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2. He either:

(b) Actually does return to full-time attendance at that time.

When a student wants to apply for Social Security benefits and has a question about his payments, he should be referred to his nearest Social Security office.
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would like you to hike in the Swiss Alps, study the religious music in Bulgaria, and learn the language throughout Germany or learn about and visit Sweden, Aus-
tria, Mexico, Spain, France, Poland, U.S.S.R., Great Britain, and the United States. Here are some of the EX-
PERIMENT WAY

During the next three months twenty-eight Montclair
State students have visited more than a dozen countries on the European Experiment. Howing about a land
ving or a night in one of the great cities of the world.

New Experiences Sought!

In 1966 tens of thousands of young Americans will seek new experiences in strange and dis-
pant places in the world. American universities, students will be heard in and out of trains and
home, but within a few years, traveling has be-
much a part of our culture. In traveling to

Belgium, France
Eleanor Damien

I had the advantage of seeing both Belgium and France. Dur-
ing my first four weeks with the Experiment, I lived in a family in Liege, a city in eastern Bel-
gium. They speak French, and this was an invaluable
portunity to learn their language.

I usually accompanied my Belgian "sister", my activities included sightseeing via walks in Liege, celebrating
swagen on Wednesday nights, and healing in Belgium and
French students. The most rugged acti-

Leaving Belgium, my group of Experimenters arrived in Psy-
ceataur of mountain and
valley, we worked five hours a day.

In Heimstede we have been around

and Leighton Buzzard is a swing-
growing town

Italy

Jianet Borina

Who could possibly write about a summer in Italy in "200 words or less"? It can't be done! How-
ever, I would like to thank you, the Experimenters and the people who helped to sponsor my trip. My Ex-
periment this summer has provided me with some of the most uni-
qure and memorable experiences of my life. Not only did I see the major sights but also the beautiful
cities of Italy—Rome, Florence, Torino, and Venice. I had a great deal of fun. In my opinion, the Experiment is a

England
Sheelah Smith and Eleanor O'Mara

When our group, consisting of eight college girls and two
leaders, first met in Putney, Vermont, our main goal
was to meet five days in Czechoslovakia. This proved to

MONTCLA

Der part of the Experiment was to have a
trip to Great Britain was going

In traveling to

and most of all educational experi-

I would like to end by thank-

What I wanted to buy be-

The whole experiment was

For your entertainment the

words follow.: (to be sung to the

"Bedfordshire Clanger"

Elizabeth Best

Our orientation was held July 9-13 in London. We then
left via Air India for Bombay, where we stayed for

the United States.

Because our group had been
placed in England in such his-
torical and cultural locates as He-

A very interesting and

We wanted to see every-

Leaving Belgium, our group of Experimenters arrived in Psy-
ceataur of mountain and
valley, we worked five hours a day.

In Heimstede we have been around

and Leighton Buzzard is a swing-
growing town

Chorus: Dancing Girls

Several other choruses follow this one, with different, not so
what we thought England might be like. We discovered that home
ge of Europe. (Not by chance)

The street and the rest of the

good! Of course, we had to

We arrived in Paris after ha-

Auril and Arles and the char-

Italy

Jianet Borina

Who could possibly write about a summer in Italy in "200 words or less"? It can't be done! How-
ever, I would like to thank you, the Experimenters and the people who helped to sponsor my trip. My Ex-
periment this summer has provided me with some of the most uniu-
qure and memorable experiences of my life. Not only did I see the major sights but also the beautiful
cities of Italy—Rome, Florence, Torino, and Venice. I had a great deal of fun. In my opinion, the Experiment is a

England
Sheelah Smith and Eleanor O'Mara

When our group, consisting of eight college girls and two
leaders, first met in Putney, Vermont, our main goal
was to meet five days in Czechoslovakia. This proved to
have you ever sheared sheep? Have you ever harvested, baled or stored hay? It's more exciting if you do it in a 200 acre farm, a tremendous, close family of which I became a part of. A place where we had all had different experiences but we had all gained real friends. We had all had different experiences but we had all developed a new feeling of belonging.

Traveling in the countryside, I learned of the beauty of the American family. A nation very concerned with their family's happiness. A nation striving for perfection. A nationDOMINOES, close family of which I became a part of. A place where we all had different experiences but we all had joined new friends. We had all had different experiences but we had all gained new friends.

**from Hitler,** and six million out of 30 million, was the largest group of Jews exterminated in the death camps. Four million of them were killed in Auschwitz, the "death camp" where four million Poles, men, women and children were killed in ways unknown to man.

Living with the people I truly felt the frustrations of living under the new government. All my mail was stamped DAMAGED IN DELIVERY, which made it impossible for the official censor to open it. I waited in line for the mail to arrive, and when it did, I was followed and stopped by the Secret Police. I waited three weeks and one hour before I could get to a line of three people for one train ticket.

But there are other things—beautiful happenings, about Poland. People? "Wonderful, intelligent, and always opening their hearts to the American visitors.

**Sursum Corda**

by Joe Klossa (5-7)

You think that he is dead but twisting of his cross on his breast.

Your broken mind has wounded his heart, while his blood bathes your fingers.

With dying

6 arms, 6 times
over and over.

I think you will die soon.

**Hakata Are Gone**

by Sarah L. O'Neill (5-7)

Give me your hand. Don't say that you're going to

Together, you will soon come apart.

Wash your hand.

And keep it well.

While your heart remains

Though your hands are gone.

**Soviet Union**

Vladimir K. Kiyon (5-7)

"Vikhdote na zaryadkhu." This phrase was heard every morning at exactly 7 A.M. We were in the Kiev Medical Institute Sports Camp. It was a call for us to assemble on the meadow, with one exception. For the distance, for the essential activity for the day, the nature of our morning exercises. Those of us who went to sleep late were soon shown how our bodies were really worked.

The Russian students demonstrated a considerable appreciation for physical activities, particularly those requiring teamwork competition. Tournaments in volleyball, basketball, etc., were regularly scheduled.

Our three-week camp stay was the high point of our seven weeks in the Soviet Union. Here we lived with 460 of our age-mates, sharing our thoughts and feelings, our native experiences and customs. Essentially, we formed part of a collective. Everyone had to sacrifice something in order to improve the living conditions of our entire group. The Soviet Union is an example of understanding and friendship.

The third phrase of the experimental Tanzanian experience which we were exposed to was the "sursum corda" (the Latin phrase meaning "lift up your hearts") movement. This was a daily ritual in the Tanzanian schools.

Such was our experiment to Tanzania—an experiment which we carried with us into the future. A monument to understanding and friendship.

**Belgium**

Loretta Campolo (5-7)

"Well, here it is, kids. Doesn't quite look like the Hilton, does it?"

This was our first stop in Brussels on our way to Spain. It was a youth hostel with about 30 of us in one room, five flights up, but it had plenty of comfort. The help that we received was establishe

...
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FIFTY YEARS

of the department, is interna-
tional in nature and reaches
students from all over the world.

The minimum requirements for the degree is 32 semester
hours: eight from required cour-
esciences; and six from free elec-
tives. For those who are inter-
ested in mathematics education and
mathematics and computer science.

Phone 774-4510

Robin Hood Inn

A NAME THAT HAS MEANT

FINE FOOD, UNIQUE HOSPITALITY

CHARMING SURROUNDINGS FOR OVER

FIFTY YEARS

1129 Valley Road

Clifton

New Jersey
DELTA OMACRON PI
With the coming of a new school year the Women of Delta Omicron Pi would like to welcome all of the freshmen women to Montclair State College. We hope you find these new four years filled with many happy memories and pleasant experiences just as we are now.

We are eagerly looking forward to the fall activities, of which Homecoming leads the way. We wish you all of luck to Nadine and Lenny, the co-chairmen, for a successful Homecoming year.

The women of Pi also extend congratulations to the marriage to Douglas Kell, to Nancy Charlesworth on her successful Homecoming year.

TAU LAMBDA BETA
Anew addition to the Greek civilization at Montclair State is Tau Lambda Beta, a newly chartered charitable and social fraternity.

As such the organization is committed to hold at least one fund raiser per semester for charity. Presently, Tau Lambda Beta is holding a charity booster to raise money for an orphanage.

Newly elected officers of TLA are: Dick Korbin, president; Bob Fleischer, vice-president; Tom Morelli, scribe; John Danzoni, corresponding secretary; Frank Mento, treasurer; John Danzoni and Don Ross are representatives to IFC. The adviser is Mr. Bertrand Boucher, professor of social studies.

ALPHA CHI BETA
The sisters of Alpha Chi Beta are busy making plans for their semi-annual Haugie sale. We wish to welcome back to our chapter, Carolyn Tanner, Mirrinn Del Negro, and Joyce Kuch with this year’s float.

Our newly elected ISC representative is Kathy Stokes and our chapter representative is Kathy Casey.

PHI SIGMA EPSILON
The men of Phi Sigma Epsilon wish to welcome back brother Al Edwards after his year’s study in France.

Pinned
Bill Dietch, ’70, Phi Sigma Epsilon, to Mary Ellen Maltes, ’69, 95, Peter’s School of Nursing, New Brunswick.

Rick Schwarz, ’69, Phi Sigma Epsilon, to Nancy Acis, Parsippany.

Kevin Davis, ’69, Phi Sigma Epsilon, to Barbara Zelichovick, ’69

ENLISTED
Ken Jackson, ’68, Phi Sigma Epsilon, to Arlene Mackey, ’68

DELTA ALPHA CHI
We would like to wish the best of luck to the following sisters: Mary Lynn Fernandes, who is studying at the Sorbonne in Paris, Jane Bissell, who is attending Chico State College in California, Cecilia Fitzpatrick, who won a scholarship to study for a year in the University of the Seven Seas.

Our pride in them will help make up for their absence this year.

Congratulations to our newly installed Intersorority Council representative—Marylenn Pasceynck. CLUB representative—Phil Sanchez.


Irene Metzger, ’68, to John Krom, ’69, Beta Epsilon Tau.

L. O. V. E.
Krom, ’69, Beta Epsilon Tau. * Leather’s Moustache?

We hope you find these next four years of your life on a silver platter. Why don’t we have a course in creativity?

The campus is back to normal, just the way you want it—civilization at Montclair State is back to normal.

Ready-made fabrics are dyed the same color all over. Hand-woven fabrics are dyed color by color on either a loom or on a backing. Pile rugs are looped onto a burlap backing. Pile rugs are knotted by hand on a loom or on a backing.

The wax repels the dye to create what is called batik. Wax is applied to the fabric and then immersed in dyes. The wax is removed and the fabric is then dyed. The next color is applied over the waxed areas. The process is then repeated, producing a spiral effect of color. The wax is later dissolved and the fabric is washed and pressed to create the final product.

The fine arts department is presenting a textile exhibit in Spague Library this week.

Caracame knotting dates back to Babylonian times, when the people employed a system called Caracame. The white man does not want to build new apartment buildings if they are left dilapidated. Each man must come toward the people of this country decide that men, black, white, yellow, red, and green shall be judged on their abilities alone. A Negro and deserves to get a scholarship to study for the Seven Seas.

Caracame knotting dates back to Babylonian times, when the people employed a system called Caracame. The white man does not want to build new apartment buildings if they are left dilapidated. Each man must come toward the people of this country decide that men, black, white, yellow, red, and green shall be judged on their abilities alone. A Negro and deserves to get a scholarship to study for the Seven Seas.

Dying Process
Ready-made fabrics are dyed by several methods to produce a variety of designs. Indonesian people employed a system called batik. Wax is applied to the fabric and then immersed in dyes. The wax is removed and the fabric is then dyed. The next color is applied over the waxed areas. The process is then repeated, producing a spiral effect of color. The wax is later dissolved and the fabric is washed and pressed to create the final product.

A new form of interpretive embroidery called stitchery is presented in the exhibit. Strings, threads and ribbons used imaginatively. The finished product can have a collage effect, or it can be quite similar to traditional embroidery. A variation of this system is the spider web. Although its history is quite long, today’s artist is adapting it to contemporary pop-art. Bits and pieces of bright or sombre colored fabrics are sewn together to give a new meaning to the student’s interpretation.

STUDENT TEXTILE EXHIBIT OPENS IN LIBRARY LOBBY
by Pat Lyons

Four general areas are treated in this presentation. Caracame knotting dates back to Babylonian times, when the people employed a system called Caracame. The white man does not want to build new apartment buildings if they are left dilapidated. Each man must come toward the people of this country decide that men, black, white, yellow, red, and green shall be judged on their abilities alone. A Negro and deserves to get a scholarship to study for the Seven Seas.
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Caracame knotting dates back to Babylonian times, when the people employed a system called Caracame. The white man does not want to build new apartment buildings if they are left dilapidated. Each man must come toward the people of this country decide that men, black, white, yellow, red, and green shall be judged on their abilities alone. A Negro and deserves to get a scholarship to study for the Seven Seas.

Dying Process
Ready-made fabrics are dyed by several methods to produce a variety of designs. Indonesian people employed a system called batik. Wax is applied to the fabric and then immersed in dyes. The wax is removed and the fabric is then dyed. The next color is applied over the waxed areas. The process is then repeated, producing a spiral effect of color. The wax is later dissolved and the fabric is washed and pressed to create the final product.
If what happens in "The Penthouse" happened to you...

...You wouldn't want to talk about it either!

NOW PLAYING
NEW EMBASSY 46th St.
Broadway at 46th St. • PL 7-2408

BEEKMAN
65th St. at 2nd Ave • RE 7-2622
Marines Will Arrive At MSC

A U.S. Marine Corps officer selection team will be in Montclair from Oct. 16-17 to discuss Marine Corps officer training before being commissioned as a second lieutenant upon graduation with only two summer time training sessions of three weeks each.

Seniors are eligible to apply for the officer candidate course program. The officer candidate course is attended after graduation and consists of 10 weeks of training before being commissioned as a second lieutenant. A man may pursue pilot training through the officer candidate course as an agistor training through the officer candidate course.

In addition to the programs for the Monteclair College selection team has information for co-eds in their junior or senior years who desire to train for a commission as a Marine second lieutenant.

Faculty members of the staff including John K. Stone, English; Florence Dick, education; Dr. John Redd, physical education; David Watkins, physical education; James Hense, education; Florence Dick, education; Emily Waters, education; John Almquist, English, '68.

The follow-up phase of the Project began on Sat. Sept. 16. Forty-eight students will participate in the follow-up program and will engage in tutorial activities and strengthening of their skills. The members are: Theta Chi Rho and Lambda Chi. The follow-up program's another phase of the follow-up program will include cultural enrichment programs such as field trips to Broadway, Lincoln Center and Newark Symphony Hall.
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THE FOOTBALL SEASON

Now that the Football Indians have lost their first game, conjecture runs high as to whether or not they can quickly turn this season into a winning one. Whether or not they do, all reports for the future of this team have to be optimistic. The big reason for the loss to East Stroudsburg, 17-13, was lack of experience. Coach Ferris has nine new faces on the defensive squad.

He has three sophomores in the offensive backfield, with first and second-year men backing them up. Youth is the key to future success. Montclair has plenty of youth and in that youth they have depth.

The situation is reminiscent of the once lowly Chicago Cubs. Last season, Leo Durocher played all of his rookies and second-year men to give them all the experience he could; there is no where, in any sport, that you can get the experience you receive being tested out on the field.

You can theorize all you want, but theory is of no use without practice. The Cubs, that year, finished a dismal tenth in the National League Standings.

Coaching Experience

Many thought that it was just another bad year for the Cubs, and that bad years would continue indefinitely. Durocher, however, had given his men the actual experience they needed, and to everyone’s surprise, made a run for the pennant before the Cardinals ran away with it.

The Indians are in much the same situation as the Cubs were a year ago. I don’t mean to infer that Montclair will have a losing season, only time will tell the results of this season. The most important thing is that those who need the experience will get it this year.

This is sophomore quarterback Bill Kuklovsky’s first year at realistically running the ball club, and it takes time for a quarterback to gain confidence in himself, and confidence is essential. The defensive secondary, composed of two freshmen, a sophomore, and a junior, had a rough time against East Stroudsburg, but only through rough times like these can they be seasoned and learn to work as a unit.

The Indians have youth, depth, and talent, and this looks to be a year of building for them. What they will build should be something to look forward to.

Open Recreation Program Available

Do you often find yourself with lots of free time on your hands on Sunday afternoon? Does the campus seem deserted and lifeless? There’s a great solution to this problem and it’s waiting in the Lower Lounge of Life Hall. It is called open recreation and it is the perfect answer to that common cry, “There’s nothing doing around here on weekends.”

Beginning Sept. 24, every Sunday from 12:30 P.M. until 5:30 P.M., the lounge will be transformed into a recreation room, well-equipped with billiard and ping pong tables, as well as various group activities and card games. Refreshments will be available from the various vending machines. There will be a small rental fee of one dollar an hour for the use of the pool tables. The price will amount to practically nothing when it is divided among all those who will be playing together.

The open recreation program was instituted last year and now it will be better than ever—if you want it to be. The program is under the direction of Mr. Frank Turton, Assistant to the Director of Life Hall. Next semester a recreation building will be opened in Annex 3. It will be called the Temporary Union Building, better known as TUB. This will then be used until the permanent union building is available. Mr. Turton would like to hold open recreation on Saturday as well as Sunday, in the future, if it proves to be a success. Remember, it’s in the students’ hands. What better way to spend your extra hours on Sunday? Do yourself a favor. Stop in at open recreation and see what it’s all about. You’ll be glad you did.

Wanted by Record Club of America

Class of 1968

Are you planning on staying in Montclair and keeping your favorite records over the holidays? Or are you preparing to leave? Well, perhaps you want to sell your records before you leave. The Record Club of America is interested in purchasing your records for a price of 75c to $1 and you get a 15% discount on records of your choice when you sell your records to the club. This is also perfect for students who want extra spending money before they leave for the holidays.

Announcement

The Montclairion office is planning several introductory “splash parties” for the students, faculty and staff. The physical education department is planning several introductory “splash parties” for the students, faculty and staff. The physical education department is planning several introductory ‘‘splash parties’’ for the students, faculty and staff.